
Application Security
Posture Management
Bionic provides a real-time map of your cloud architectures,
APIs, dependencies, and data flows in any environment.

Agentless - Easy to Deploy & Scale
Developers push code into production every day, making it harder to
visualize and manage cloud architectures. Bionic is agentless, making it
easier to understand and prioritize risk in complex environments to
ensure code and microservices are drift-free, secure, and compliant.

ARCHITECTURE DRIFT SECURITY COMPLIANCE

View your comprehensive
cloud architecture and
detect drift events in real-
time for secure, compliant
code.

Identify hardcoded
variables, code CVEs, 
new attack surfaces,
threat models, and other
security risks.

Enforce architecture
standards to meet
regulatory requirements
(HIPAA, PCI, GDPR, and
more).
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Bonic has developed an agentless approach 
that establishes a baseline inventory of
application components and their configurations,
thus providing much-needed visibility into
complex and rapidly changing applications —
including their service dependencies, data flows,
and architectural drift.

Gartner
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AGENTLESS

CONTINUOUS

CLOUD AGNOSTIC

Integrates and scales across all your cloud
applications and environments.

Scans in real-time when a change or new
deployment is detected.

Delivers deep visibility and control
across on-prem, hybrid, and 
multi-cloud environments

SEE FOR YOURSELF
Bionic helps you visualize cloud architecture in real-time to
ensure drift-free, secure, and compliant code in production.
See what Bionic can do for your organization today.

CONTACT US TODAY

Bionic Integrations

How Bionic Works
INTEGRATE DISCOVER & MAP PRIORITIZE FIX & RESOLVE
Bionic is an agentless solution
that seamlessly integrates with existing
management and DevOps tools
including on-prem, virtual, cloud-based,
or in Kubernetes containers. With no
network taps or agents involved, 
Bionic provides value in minutes.

Bionic prioritizes violations in app
architecture based on severity and
impact on security/compliance. It
also provides a query engine for
creating custom violations and
standards— shaping the system to
support your unique environments
and standards.

Bionic creates a real-time application
architecture diagram by continuously
analyzing code, not infrastructure or
network activity. It maps every service,
API, dependency, and data source to
detect architecture drift and analyze
its impact on security and compliance.

Bionic integrates with your
communications and ticketing
systems to help you fix & resolve
violations in real-time. As violations
are fixed, the architecture map
updates simultaneously to display
your progress toward security and
compliance.

https://www.bionic.ai/book-your-demo/
https://www.bionic.ai/book

